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1. INTRODUCTION 
Toward the end of his life, Major Percy Alexander MacMahon, F.R.S. (Presi- 
dent of the London Mathematical Society, 1894-1896, and President of the Royal 
Astronomical Society, 1917-1918) made an extensive study of determinants [Mac- 
Mahon 1924, 1925a, 1925b, 1927a, 1928a]. In the Introduction and Commentary to 
Chapter 14 of MacMahon’s Collected Papers [MacMahon 19861, George Andrews 
writes that the “work may be viewed as the precursor of the paper by D. E. 
Littlewood and A. R. Richardson [Littlewood & Richardson 19341 in which per- 
manents and determinants are fitted into a general theory related to the represen- 
tation theory of the symmetric group.” 
In 1924 MacMahon spoke on one aspect of his work at the International Con- 
gress of Mathematicians in Toronto. In his paper in the Congress Proceedings 
[MacMahon 1928a], MacMahon includes a conjecture and the paper ends with the 
sentence. “The confirmation or denial of the theorem adumbrated in this com- 
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munication appears to be a desideratum.” The Proceedings were not published 
until 1928, which MacMahon [1927b] describes as a “sinful delay of the Toronto 
Univ authorities!” and meanwhile MacMahon had repeated the conjecture when 
he delivered the Rouse Ball memorial lecture at the University of Cambridge on 7 
June 1927. The latter lecture was published [1927a] before the Congress Proceed- 
ings and these are the final papers of MacMahon, who died on 25 December 1929. 
Also in 1927, the now-famous paper of J. Howard Redfield [1927a] appeared. 
This paper had been inspired largely by MacMahon’s book [1915/1916 I] and it 
seems that Redfield sent a copy of his paper to MacMahon. In his reply, dated 19 
November 1927, MacMahon [1927b] tells Redfield about his recent work and 
writes: “it seems to me to be probable that your work will lead to a proof of [the 
conjecture].” MacMahon was right-before the year was out Redfield [1927b] had 
sent him a proof. As far as is known, the proof was never submitted for publica- 
tion even though both MacMahon [1928b] and, in 1931, Sir Thomas Muir [1931b] 
encouraged Redfield to do so. Subsequently Redfield [194Oc] produced another 
proof which also remained unpublished. The object of the present paper is to 
explain the conjecture and Redfield’s proofs of it. Neither Redfield’s nor Mac- 
Mahon’s work is easy reading, so in the present paper changes in their notation 
and terminology have been made in an attempt to clarify the material. (In the 
Introduction to his little book [1920], MacMahon states that he has written it 
because his contemporaries had found his earlier books [1915/1916] “difficult or 
troublesome reading.“) 
The present paper is based on unpublished papers and correspondence which 
came to light in the Redfield family archives a few years ago. Included were four 
typescripts [Redfield 1935, 1940b, 194Oc, 1940dl (one of which [Redfield 1940b] 
has since been published), four letters from MacMahon [1927b, 1928b, 1928c, 
1928d], two from Muir [ 193 la, 193 lb], and one from Cock [ 19281. There is also a 
draft reply from Redfield [1927b] to MacMahon, which includes his first proof of 
the conjecture, but, unfortunately, it has not proved possible to locate any other 
letters from Redfield to MacMahon, Muir, or Cock. Copies of the material from 
the Redfield archives have been made available through the kindness of Redfield’s 
daughter, Mrs. Priscilla Redfield Roe. 
2. DETERMINANTS, PERMANENTS, AND SYMMETRIC FUNCTIONS 
If A is an IZ x 12 matrix, then 
det A = 2 (-1)sgn(n)als(,)a2p(2) * * * anr (4, 
rrESym(n) 
where Sym(n) is the symmetric group of degree IZ. MacMahon starts from the 
simple observation that interchanging two suffixes i andj in this expression (form) 
is equivalent to interchanging rows i andj and also columns i andj in the determi- 
nant and so the value of the form is unaltered. Similarly any permutation of the n 
suffixes leaves the form invariant and so, as MacMahon [1927a] puts it, “Evi- 
dently a symmetric function is lurking about somewhere in the vicinity of the 
form.” 
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In the present paper, sgn(T) is not relevant, so, following MacMahon’s example 
[1928a], it is simpler to consider the permanent 
In terms of group actions, the symmetric group Sym(n) acting on the set (1, 2, 
. . .) n} of suffixes induces an action on the set of n ! summands in (1) by 
7: ~h(l)Q27r(2) * * . hm(n) + Wl)Td1)~7(2)TP(2) . * * whr(n), 
where r E Sym(n). The summands split up into orbits (equivalence classes) under 
this action and the sum of the elements in each orbit is a symmetric function. For 
example, when II = 3, 
per A = (alla22a33) + ha23a32 + al3a22a31 + al2a2la33) 
+ b2a23a31 + ~13~21~32), (2) 
where summands in the same orbit are grouped together in parentheses. Here 
per A is a sum of three symmetric functions, corresponding to the three orbits. 
DEFINITIONS. If the permutation r E Sym(n) acting on the set D = {1,2, . . . , n} 
inducesjL cycles of length k (where k = 1, 2, . . . andj, + 2jz + . . * = n), then 7 
is said to be of cycle-type (j,, j2, . . .). Since there is a one-one correspondence 
between cycle-types and partitions of n it is sometimes more convenient to specify 
the information as a partition and to speak of the cycle-partition lj12jz * * . of the 
permutation r. (Here the exponents are not powers, but what Thornycroft [1705], 
writing in a slightly different context, terms indices ofoccurrence.) The monomial 
+; . . , in indeterminates $1, ~2, . . . is the cycle-monomial of T. If the elements 
of the group G are represented as permutations, then the polynomial obtained by 
averaging the cycle-monomials over the whole group is called the group reduction 
function [Redfield 1927al or the cycle-index [Polya 1937, 19871. It will be denoted 
here by Grf (G). So 
where N(Y) is the number of elements 7r E G with cycle-partition Y = y?‘y? * * . , 
and the sum is over all partitions Y of IZ. 
Redfield usually regards the indeterminates s; in a cycle-index as the classical 
power sum symmetric functions, in which case Grf(G) is itself a symmetric func- 
tion. In particular, Grf(Sym(n)) = h,, the classical homogeneous symmetricfunc- 
tion. 
A similar breakdown to (2) may be done for any IZ. From (l), per A may be 
rewritten in the form 
where P(Y) is the set of permutations of cycle-partition Y and the outer sum is 
over all partitions Y of n. 
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The inner sum in (3) is a symmetric function in the set { 1,2, . . . , n} of suffices, 
and there is a one-one correspondence between the inner sums and the symmetric 
functions arising from the orbits. But there is also a one-one correspondence 
between cycle-types and partitions of n and, therefore, the number of symmetric 
functions on the right-hand side of (1) is equal to the number&z) of partitions of n. 
MacMahon goes on to consider a similar problem (explained in the next section) 
for higher-dimensional permanents. His conjecture concerns the number of sym- 
metric functions arising in the general case. 
3. HIGHER-DIMENSIONAL PERMANENTS 
The general entry of a d-dimensional array A of size n x n x 9 . . x n is written, 
when convenience dictates, as a&, i2, . . . , id) rather than with suffices. 
DEFINITION. Let A be a d-dimensional array of size n x n x . . . x n. The d- 
dimensional permanent per A of order n is defined by 
per A = c x . * ’ 2 a(l, rl(l), 7T2(1), . . . , nd-l(l)) 
x 42, 74% 7d9r . . . , rid-l@)) 
x . . . 
x ah m(n), T2(nh . . . , nd-l(n)), 
where the ith summation is over all permutations CT~ E Sym(n), i = 1, 2, . . . , 
d- 1. 
For example, when d = 3, A = (aijk) is an n X n X n cube of elements and 
per A = c 2 ~I~MIPZ~(Z)~~~ . . . alin b&7(n)- (4) 
aESym(n) aESym(n) 
As in the two-dimensional case, a permutation r E Sym(n) acting on the set 
{1,2, * . . , n} of suffices induces an action on the set of (n!)2 summands in (4) by 
7: al,(l)rT(l)a2?r(2)fT(2) * * ’ anT(n)dn) + aT(1)m(1)~~(1)~~(2)7~(2~~(2) * * ’ %l)r?T(n)rcT(n). 
Once again, the sum of the elements in each orbit under the new action forms a 
symmetric function. The sum in (4) may be broken down into the form 
(5) 
where Y and Z range over all partitions of n. 
The inner double sum in parentheses in (5) is a symmetric function, but for 
certain pairs of partitions Y and Z it may split into a sum of simpler symmetric 
functions. For example, when n = 3 and Y = Z = 1’2l then the inner double sum 
consists of nine summands 
(1111a233a322 + a13@223a312 + a12la213a332 
+ a313a2324321 + a133a222a311 + a123a212a331 
+ a112a23@323 + a132a22@313 + a122a211a333, (6) 
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but since the a;jk commute, a1]1&33&22 + a133a222a3i1 + ~122~2i1~333 is itself a sym- 
metric function; so is the sum of the other six terms in (6). 
CONJECTURE (MacMahon). The total number of symmetric functions arising 
from the d-dimensional permanent of order n is equal to 
2 (lk1k~!2k2k2!3knk3! * * .)d-2, 
where the sum is over all solutions in nonnegative integers kl, kz, k3, . . . of the 
equation kl + 2k2 + 3k3 + . * * = n, i.e., over all partitions of n. 
MacMahon had verified the conjecture for (a) d = I,2 for all values of n and (b) 
n = 1, 2, 3, 4 for all values of d, but he had been unable to prove it in general. 
Furthermore, he had “put the matter before likely men” at both Cambridge and 
Oxford Universities “without effect” [1928b]. Redfield did more than solve the 
conjecture; in addition to finding the total number of symmetric functions, he used 
the methods of his paper [1927a] to break down the information further. Given 
partitions Yi, Y2, . . . , Yd-i, he shows how to calculate the number of symmetric 
functions in 
2 ’ . . 2 a(l, Tl(l), 972(l), . . . , rd-l(l))@, Al, 7T2(2)7 . . . , rd-l@)) 
x . . . 
x &‘h m(n), n2bh . . . , rd-l(n))r 
where the summations are over 7rl E P( Yi), 7r2 E P( Yz), . . . , r&i E P( Y& 1). 
4. THE REDFIELD-READ SUPERPOSITION THEOREM 
Redfield [1927a] looked at q x n arrays with the symmetric group Sym(n) 
permuting intact columns and with a group Gi permuting the elements in row i (i = 
1,2,. . .) q). He called each row in an array a range and each array a runge- 
correspondence. The actions of the range-groups Gi are independent of one an- 
other. Redfield regarded two range-correspondences as equivalent if one could be 
obtained from the other by applying elements from the various groups. His group 
reduced distributions are, therefore, orbits of arrays under the double action of 
Sym(n) on the columns and Gt x G2 X . . . x G4 on the rows. The Superposition 
Theorem below gives an algorithm for finding the number of orbits from a knowl- 
edge of the cycle indices of the groups Gi. 
Redfield introduced an associative binary operation on polynomials which he 
denoted by es, but following Read [1968] it will be denoted here by *. It is defined 
first for monomials with coefficients equal to 1 (by Rules 1 and 2 below) and then it 
is extended to all polynomials by linearity. 
Rule 1. For identical monomials 
sJ/sJ,2 * . . s, h * jl .i2 . . SlS2 . .& = 1 jlj, !2j2j2! . . . &jJsj,lsj;l . . . ste 
Rule 2. For nonidentical monomials 
s’;&2 . . . sJ; * sfk$ . * * snn - 0. k - 
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REDFIELD-READ SUPERPOSITION THEOREM. The number ofgroup reduced 
distributions arising from q X n arrays with group Gi acting on row i (i = 1, 2, 
. . . ) q) is equal to 
N(Grf(G,) * Grf(G2) * . . . * Grf(G,)), 
where N(p(x)) denotes the sum of all the coefficients in the polynomial p(x). 
5. REDFIELD’S FIRST PROOF 
In the draft letter to MacMahon, Redfield [1927b] starts with two permutation 
groups G1 and GZ and then describes a structure which is now called the wreath 
product Gi[G2] of the groups, but he does not give it a name, nor does he have a 
notation for the group itself. He does explain how to form its cycle-index from 
those of the original groups (this is several years before Polya [ 19371 did so) and he 
writes 1 for the corresponding operation on the cycle-indices. In other words 
Grf(G,[Gzl) = Grf(G,) ll Grf(Gz). 
Redfield notes that 
GrfCM4Wym(~)1) = h ll h, = HL, 
where Hk is the homogeneous product sum, A together (see MacMahon [1915/ 
1916 I, 20]), but as will become clear from the following example, Redfield is more 
interested in 
Cb = Grf(Wm(MW(dl), (7) 
where Cyc(,~) is the cyclic group of degree p. 
The conjugate T-ITT, where n, T E Sym(n), may be obtained by applying the 
permutation 7 to the symbols in the cycle-representation of m. (This is a well- 
known result in, for example, Ledermann [1961].) But certain permutations of the 
letters within the cycles produce the same permutation: elements within a cycle 
may be cyclically permuted, and complete cycles of the same length may be 
permuted in any order. Hence the stabilizer Sta(n) of r under conjugation is a 
direct product of wreath products. For example, the permutation 
r = (amoi)(ncdf)(eb)(jh)(pl)(g)(k) 
has cycle-partition 422312, and 
Stabd = WmCW3d4)l x SymWKyc(2)l x SymCWyc(l)l. (8) 
The cycle-index of a direct product is the product of the cycle-indices of the 
factors, so from (7) and (8) 
Grf(Sta(lr)) = C:C:C:. 
Similarly, in the general case, a permutation 7~ of cycle-partition Y = yy’y?* . . . 
has stabilizer Sta(r) with group reduction function CJ?,‘CJ!; - * . . The group Sta(?r) 
consists, of course, of the elements in Sym(n) which commute with V. Two 
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elements r, o E Sym(n) have the same cycle-partition Y if and only if they are 
conjugates, in which case Grf(Sta(n)) = Grf(Sta(cr)). The common cycle-index 
will be denoted by Grf(Sta(Y)). 
Redfield’s method for solving MacMahon’s problem is now explained by con- 
sidering the example which he gives in his draft letter to MacMahon. He is, in 
effect, considering the term 
in the four-dimensional permanent of order 5. This can be represented by listing 
the four permutations (or operations as Redfield calls them): 
The permutations may also be listed in cycle-form, but since the first one is the 
identity, it may be omitted to give 
@Y)(@)(E) 
which Redfield calls the operation-specification; it has partitional-type 41;312;221. 
In general, a summand in a d-dimensional permanent gives rise to an operation- 
specification with d - 1 permutations. All summands with fixed partitional-type 
form a symmetric function, which, as remarked earlier, may break down into a 
sum of simpler symmetric functions. Redfield applies the Superposition Theorem 
in order to calculate the number of symmetric functions in the breakdown. He 
takes as the ranges the d - 1 sets of positions in the symbols of the operation- 
specification, and he takes as range-groups the stabilizers of the operations. In the 
present example, therefore, the cycle-indices of the range groups are C:Ct; C!C:; 
C&Z!. In his first paper, Redfield regards range-correspondences as arrays, but in 
some of his later work he adopts a more abstract point of view-one needs just a 
one-one-. . e-one correspondence between the ranges. This is relevant here 
since Redfield writes, “The Greek letters in the different symbols of the opera- 
tion-specification point out the positions which correspond in the range-corre- 
spondence; in the examples the letter E marks the correspondence of the 3d, 2d, 
and 5th positions in the three symbols. That we have E rather than one of the other 
letters is immaterial.” Thus the symmetric group Sym(5) acting on the “columns” 
of the range-correspondence is acting on the five Greek letters. 
Having formulated the problem in terms of range-correspondences, Redfield 
then uses the Superposition Theorem to write an expression for the number of 
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symmetric functions with partitional-type 41;312;221. In the present notation it is 
Aqc:c: * c:c: * Cgj) = 75. 
THEOREM. The number of symmetric functions with partitional-type Y,;Y2; 
. . . ; Yd-! is equal to 
N(Grf(Sta(Y,)) * Grf(Sta(Y2)) * * . . * Grf(Sta(Yd-i))). (9) 
Writing C(Z) = C$52 z2 . * * 9 one may rewrite expression (9) in the form 
N(C(Y,) * C(Y,) * ’ - * * C(Y&,)). (10) 
In order to calculate the total number of symmetric functions, it is necessary to 
sum (10) over all partitional-types, but this does not immediately give the expres- 
sion in MacMahon’s conjecture; Redfield deduces that expression from the corol- 
lary to the following theorem. 
REDFIELD'STHEOREM OF SYMMETRY. Let Y= y7’yP * . * and2 = zflz!. . . 
be any two partitions of the same number n. Then the coefficient of S( Y) = s;,‘.s$ 
* * * in the expansion of C(Z) = C$f: * . . and the coefficient of S(Z) = ~$5: * * . 
in the expansion of C(Y) = C;,‘C;; * * * are equal. 
Proof. The symmetric group Sym(n) contains n!/.%‘(Y) permutations of cycle- 
partition Y, where 
X(Y) = yy’q,! yq27-/2! ’ * * * 
A certain proportion K( Y, Z) commute with a given permutation of cycle-partition 
Z. (Since elements with the same cycle-partition are conjugate in Sym(n), their 
centralizers are conjugate and hence contain the same numbers of elements with 
any given cycle-partition. Thus K depends only on Y and Z and not on the 
individual permutations.) Redfield wishes to show that K( Y, Z) = K(Z, Y). This 
he does by arguing that there are n!/X(Z) possible elements of cycle-partition Z, 
each commuting with K( Y, Z)n!/X( Y) elements of cycle-partition Y. So there are 
K(Y, Z)(n!)2/X(Y)X(Z) instances of an element of cycle-partition Y commuting 
with an element of cycle-partition Z. Interchanging the roles of Y and Z estab- 
lishes that K(Y, Z) = K(Z, Y). 
If rr E P(Z), then Grf(Sta(r)) = C(Z) and ISta(n)l = X(Z). But since there are 
n!K(Y, Z)/X(Y) elements of cycle-partition Y in Sta(r), 
Grf(Sta(~N = x(z) y J- c n!K(Y, Z) x(y) s;‘sT . * * = &) T n!KX:Y;)z) S(Y). (11) 
Hence the coefficient of S( Y) in C(Z) = Grf(Sta(r)) is n!K( Y, Z)/X(Z)X( Y). The 
theorem now follows if one interchanges the roles of Z and Y and uses K( Y, Z) = 
K(Z, Y). 
COROLLARY (Redfield). & C(Z) = 2~ S(Y), where the sums are ouer all 
partitions Z and Y of n. 
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Proof. C(Z) = Grf(Sta(Z)) = Grf(Sta(r)), where 7~ is any element with cycle- 
partition Z. Hence, summing (11) 
2 C(Z) = 2 -L c n!xx:y;)z) S(Y) = c -L 2 n!;;)y) S(Y). (12) 
Z z X(Z) y Y X(Y) z 
But the inner sum in the right-hand expression in (12) together with the X( Y) in the 
denominator is just the sum of the coefficients in the cycle-index Grf(Sta( Y)) and 
so is equal to one. Hence, the right-hand expression in (12) reduces to x S(Y), as 
required. 
Red$eld’s First Proof of MacMahon’s Conjecture. When (10) is summed over 
all partitional-types, it follows that the total number of symmetric functions is 
N(C CC&) * 2 C(Y2) * * * . * 2 C(Y&,,), 
but from the corollary to the Theorem of Symmetry, this is equal to 
fv (c S(Yl) * c S(Y2) * * * * * 2 S(Yd-1,). (13) 
The only nonzero contributions in (13) arise when the d - 1 partitions are all 
equal, and then each operation * produces a factor X( Y). Hence, the total number 
of symmetric functions is just x (X(Y))d-2, as conjectured by MacMahon. 
6. REDFIELD’S SECOND PROOF 
In 1940 Redfield submitted a second paper to the American Journal of Mathe- 
matics but it was rejected; some 40 years after Redfield’s death, it was published 
by the Journal of Graph Theory [1940b]. That paper is concerned largely with 
theory and in the original letter [ 1940al of submission, Redfield states that he has 
another paper nearly completed dealing with applications. The Redfield archives 
include a 2-page typescript and a 24-page typescript which together appear to form 
the applications paper [194Oc], but there is also a 19-page typescript [194Od] (in a 
less finalized form) containing further examples. Another typescript [1935] indi- 
cates that Redfield had discovered many of the ideas in the 1940 paper by 1935, 
but the 1935 paper gives only a general outline of the results “since the investiga- 
tion has not reached a stage where even partial and fragmentary proofs can be 
made intelligible.” (The present author was not aware of the existence of the 1935 
paper when he wrote [Lloyd 19881.) 
In [Redfield 194Obl rather than looking at arrays, Redfield does everything more 
abstractly. In many cases, it is still possible to think of the material in terms of 
arrays, but in some of his unpublished applications the ranges themselves are 
arrays. Furthermore, Redfield replaces the symmetric group Sym(n), permuting 
the columns of the arrays, by a general group F of degree n, called the frame 
group. Each range-group is a subgroup of F. For general F, Redfield is unable to 
give results in terms of cycle-indices, but a modified cycle-index in more than one 
set of indeterminates is used in the case of split ranges, i.e., when the frame group 
is a direct product of symmetric groups. Redfield uses split ranges for his second 
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proof of MacMahon’s conjecture [194Ocl; he also uses them to detect two omis- 
sions in the forms tabulated by MacMahon in [ 1925b]. 
In the case of split ranges, a modified cycle-index is used in which the single set 
of variables si is replaced by a separate set for each factor in the product. The 
Superposition Theorem continues to hold, subject to an explanation of the opera- 
tion * applied to the new cycle-indices. As previously explained, the composition 
is zero except for identical monomials. With two sets of indeterminates 
jm h k2 k sJ/s$ * * * s,t1 t2 * * * tnn * S‘,S2 ’ - * s,t1 t2 * . * t$ 6 j2 jm kl kz 
= l.hj, @j2 t . . . mjmj,!si;sji2 . . m . sj lklk, @k2! . . . &k,!t+@ . . . tkn ?I* 
A similar rule applies if there are more than two sets of indeterminates. 
For his second proof of MacMahon’s conjecture, Redfield starts with d x n 
arrays in which each row is a permutation of the same n letters. (These arrays are 
not the range-correspondences.) Two arrays are equivalent if one can be obtained 
from the other by a combination of the following two types of operations: (1) a 
permutation of the letters applied simultaneously to each row and (2) a permuta- 
tion of intact columns. Redfield now uses Roman letters rather than Greek letters 
and he gives as an example 
abcdefg 
gdbeafc 
eafbgcd 
which, under the letter permutation (adfigc)(e), is equivalent to 
dgafebc 
cfgedba 
edbgcaf 
and this in turn is equivalent, under the column permutation (12)(347)(5)(6), to 
gdfceba 
fceadbg 
degfcab. 
For general d and n, Redfield uses just two ranges of dn elements each: letters 
and array-positions. One may think of the first range as consisting of the letters 
from the d rows but rearranged into a single row of length dn. Each entry in the 
second range keeps track of the original position in the array of the corresponding 
letter. Since each letter is confined to its own row in the array, the frame group F 
is a direct product of d copies of Sym(n). The first range-group G, is Sym(n) acting 
identically on each of the d rows. Now when Sym(n) acts on a single set of n 
objects, 
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Grf(Sym(nN = c $#, 
where the sum is over all partitions Y of II, so the cycle-index 
where there are d factors in the numerator, S(Y) in variables sit T(Y) in variables 
ti, etc., and again the sum is over all partitions Y of 12. 
The range-group G2 has precisely the same cycle-index as Gi, since it acts in 
precisely the same way on the positions as Gi does on the letters. Having used his 
ingenuity to set up the range-correspondences, Redfield now applies the Super- 
position Theorem. Since 
N(S(Y)T(Y) * * * * S(Y)T(Y) . . *) = (X(Y))d, 
it follows from (14) and (15) that 
(15) 
N(Grf(G,) * Grf(G2)) = 2 ““‘x’if; . * * * c ‘(‘),T;;; - . ’ = 2 (X(Y))d-2, 
confirming MacMahon’s conjecture. 
The new proof is much shorter than the previous one, but it gives only the total 
number of symmetric functions and not the breakdown by partitional-types. 
7. MACMAHON’S RESPONSE 
MacMahon’s letters to Redfield are a delight to read. It is clear that he was no 
longer in good health and he had some difficulty in understanding Redfield’s paper 
[1927a]. But he writes [1928b] with great tact: “I do not find that the symbols ba, es 
are sufficiently explained-my fault I am sure but you see I am an old man & I 
suppose my intelligence is waning.” There can be no doubt that MacMahon was 
impressed with Redfield’s work. He saw only the first proof of his conjecture, but 
when he received details he wrote [ 1928b], “When you first wrote to me I formed 
the opinion that with your powerful handling of the theory of substitutions [the 
conjecture] would be childs play to you & I was right.” He also goes on to say that 
“the new Theorem of Symmetry is wonderful & a great surprise to me-it makes 
me curious to know more about C’i and its place in the algebra.” Whether his 
intelligence was waning or not, MacMahon was still able to make perceptive 
comments: in [1928d] he predicts, “The general theory of groups will come into 
the lime light more than it has since the great Galois applied it to the Theory of 
Equations.” 
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